RE S IS TANCE

TRUMP ACTION PACK
The most powerful man in the world doesn’t believe in climate change. But we do. Your Trump
Action Pack includes everything you need to resist Trump – one of the biggest barriers to
keeping our climate safe, when he visits the UK on Tuesday 4th June.

PAGES 2-4

MAKE A
STATEMENT
Your poster designs
will help you make a
powerful statement
about Trump’s visit.

1. Choose your favourite
placard design from the four
in your pack, then print it.

2. You could display your
poster in your window or
even pop it up in the office.

3. Heading to the protests?
Stick your poster to a piece of
cardboard to make a placard!

PAGES 5-6

PUT CLIMATE
FIRST, DIRTY
DONALD!

GET YOUR
OWN SLOGAN

JOIN THE RESISTANCE

foe.co.uk
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Use the generator
to discover your
own personal Trump
protest slogan.

1. Use your birth month and
favourite colour to discover
your protest slogan.

2. Write your personal slogan
on the blank placard and
show it off with pride.

3. Why not print the generator
off and pop it up in the office
to spread the word?

PAGE 7

RESIST
WITH PRIDE
Make your own
badges and spread
the word about the
Trump resistance.

FOSSIL

FOOL

MAKE
ATH
MEE
PLA
NET
R IC
A
GR EAT
AGA IN

1. Glue your badge designs to
a piece of recycled cardboard
or cereal box.

2. Once the glue is dry,
carefully cut out your badges
following the dotted line.

3. Use masking tape to fix a
safety pin to the back of your
badge, and wear it with pride.

MAKE CHANGE,
NOT TRASH.

PAGE 8

PROTECT
THE PLANET

If you’re taking to the streets and joining in the
carnival of resistance, we’ve also included some top
tips for eco-friendly protesting to help you protect
the planet.

Thousands of people across the UK are uniting to take to the streets
and protest the Fossil Fool’s
state visit. If you’re joining them, check out these top tips on how
to make a big impact for the
planet, without making a big impact on the planet.

Pack tactically
When you’ve been on your feet all day,
it can be tempting to lighten your load.
Only pack lightweight items, like a thin
waterproof jacket, so you can hold
onto everything.

Hydrate the right way
You probably saw this tip coming
– pack a reusable water bottle!
Avoiding buying plastic water
bottles is one of the easiest ways
you can reduce the impact of
your protest.

Take it easy

Snack responsibly

Heavy placards are often left
behind after protests. Bring a
shoulder bag and use it to prop
your sign up – that way you
won’t get tired of waving
it (you’ll thank us for this one)!

The snacks you pack can make or break a
successful protest. No, really! Take plenty
of fruit and products with minimal plastic
packaging to reduce your rubbish.

Search for alternatives
If there’s anything you want to take to
the protest, but you’re worried about
its environmental impact, search for
eco alternatives online. Did you know
biodegradable glitter exists!?

Bring a bag
(yes, another one)!
Always carry an extra bag
with you to collect up your
rubbish. That way, when you
get home you can make sure
it’s all properly recycled.

Travel in style
There’s nothing worse than dragging a
huge placard home, especially on public
transport. Give your sign a pole that can
be collapsed or broken down so you’re
not tempted to leave it behind.

Give your time
And if you’re really keen to minimise
your footprint, contact protest
organisers to see if they need
help cleaning up. Someone
has to do it, and it’s a
rewarding way to take part.
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DONALD,
WE WANT TO
TALK TO YOU
ABOUT THE
WEATHER...
JOIN THE RESISTANCE
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ORANGE: COMMANDER-IN-GRIEF

APRIL: SAVE THE PLANET. STOP _____.

DECEMBER: PUT CLIMATE FIRST, _____!

NOVEMBER: HUMANS AGAINST _____.

OCTOBER: FRACK OFF, _____.

RAINBOW: TWITTER TERROR

GREY: FAKE NEWS

WHITE: DIRTY DONALD

GREEN: DANGEROUS DONALD

BLUE: COAL DIGGER TRUMP

PINK: THE LYING KING

PURPLE: THE FOSSIL FOOL

#StopTrump

SEPTEMBER: YOU’RE A NATURAL DISASTER, _____.

AUGUST: THE TIDE IS RISING _____!

JULY: YOUR POLICIES ARE SAD, _____!

JUNE: UNITED AGAINST _____.

MAKE
THE
PLANET
GREAT
AGAIN

friendsoftheeart
h.uk

JOIN THE
RESISTANCE

RED: HURRICANE DONALD

MARCH: YOU’RE THE HOAX _____!

BROWN: DONALD CHUMP

YELLOW: CLIMATE DENIER DONALD

FEBRUARY: LET’S TALK ABOUT THE WEATHER, _____.

MAY: YOU’RE A BAD DEAL, _____.

BLACK: TRUMP

YOUR FAVOURITE COLOUR

JANUARY: RESIST _____.

YOUR BIRTH MONTH

SLOGAN GENERATOR

RE S IS TANCE
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JOIN THE RESISTANCE
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Wear your badge with pride and share the others
with friends and family to help spread the word
about the resistance.
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MAKE CHANGE,
NOT TRASH.
Thousands of people across the UK are uniting to take to the streets and protest the Fossil Fool’s
state visit. If you’re joining them, check out these top tips on how to make a big impact for the
planet, without making a big impact on the planet.

Pack tactically
When you’ve been on your feet all day,
it can be tempting to lighten your load.
Only pack lightweight items, like a thin
waterproof jacket, so you can hold
onto everything.

Hydrate the right way
You probably saw this tip coming
– pack a reusable water bottle!
Avoiding buying plastic water
bottles is one of the easiest ways
you can reduce the impact of
your protest.

Take it easy

Snack responsibly

Heavy placards are often left
behind after protests. Bring a
shoulder bag and use it to prop
your sign up – that way you
won’t get tired of waving
it (you’ll thank us for this one)!

The snacks you pack can make or break a
successful protest. No, really! Take plenty
of fruit and products with minimal plastic
packaging to reduce your rubbish.

Search for alternatives

Travel in style

If there’s anything you want to take to
the protest, but you’re worried about
its environmental impact, search for
eco alternatives online. Did you know
biodegradable glitter exists!?

There’s nothing worse than dragging a
huge placard home, especially on public
transport. Give your sign a pole that can
be collapsed or broken down so you’re
not tempted to leave it behind.

Bring a bag
(yes, another one)!
Always carry an extra bag
with you to collect up your
rubbish. That way, when you
get home you can make sure
it’s all properly recycled.

Give your time
And if you’re really keen to minimise
your footprint, contact protest
organisers to see if they need
help cleaning up. Someone
has to do it, and it’s a
rewarding way to take part.
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